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a b s t r a c t

Cytotoxic T-Lymphocytes (CTLs) kill pathogen-infected or transformed cells following interaction of their
T-cell receptors (TCRs) with foreign (e.g. virus-derived) peptides bound to MHC-I molecules on the target
cell. TCR binding triggers CTLs to secrete perforin, which forms pores in the target cell membrane,
promoting target death. Here, we show that by conjugating drug-loaded lipid nanoparticles to the
surface of CTLs, their lytic machinery can be co-opted to lyse the cell-bound drug carrier, providing
triggered release of drug cargo upon target cell recognition. Protein encapsulated in T-cell-bound
nanoparticles was released following culture of CTLs with target cells in an antigen dose- and perforin-
dependent manner and coincided with target cell lysis. Using this approach, we demonstrate the ca-
pacity of HIV-specific CTLs to deliver an immunotherapeutic agent to an anatomical site of viral repli-
cation. This strategy provides a novel means to couple drug delivery to the action of therapeutic cells
in vivo.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The ability to precisely control the spatial and temporal delivery
of therapeutic agents in vivo would revolutionize the treatment of
human disease. This overarching goal has motivated the develop-
ment of stimuli-responsive nanoparticles designed to release drug
cargos in response to the chemical properties of a target tissue
environment, such as the low pH of tumors; or in response to
physical stimuli such as light, heat, or magnetic fields applied to an
anatomical target site (reviewed in Refs. [1,2]). A promising strategy
is to interface drug delivery technologies with cell therapy, by
conjugating or loading therapeutic cells with drug delivery payloads
[3e10] (reviewed in Ref. [11]). In such approaches, programmed or
IT, and Harvard, Cambridge,
environment-responsive drug release provided by a synthetic drug
carrier can be married with the precision tissue homing properties
of living cells. We previously demonstrated that cytotoxic T-lym-
phocytes (CTLs) can carry drug-loaded nanoparticles through the
covalent attachment of lipid-based nanocapsules to cell surface
proteins [6,7,11,12]. These nanocapsule-CTL conjugates (NC-CTL)
exhibited unimpaired abilities to kill target cells and trafficked
normally in vivo, accumulating in tumors that expressed cognate
antigen [6,7,11,12]. In this work we used NC-CTL technology to focus
drug delivery on the CTLs themselves, through a pseudo-autocrine
mechanism [6], or to deliver drugs to tumors by passive release
[7]. However, it would be attractive to control the timing and
location of drug payload release by linking it to cell function, and in
the case of therapeutic T-cells, to link drug delivery to antigen
recognition e which would localize payload release to sites of an-
tigen expression (e.g., infected tissues or tumors) and avoid pre-
mature drug release at other sites like blood and lymphoid tissues.
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Here we demonstrate that one of the key functions of cytotoxic
lymphocytes, lytic granule exocytosis, can be used as a trigger to
release therapeutic payloads from CTL-bound nanoparticles. We
show that, as CTLs recognize antigen displayed on the surface of
target cells, lipid-based nanoparticles chemically conjugated to the
surface of these cells are trafficked to the T-cell/target cell contact
site (the immunological synapse). Subsequent release of the
membrane pore-forming protein perforin at the synapse leads to
both disruption of the target cell membrane and the membrane of
the lipid drug carrier, leading to rapid cargo release (Fig. 1). In an
in vivo model of HIV infection, we demonstrate that HIV-specific
CTLs carrying nanoparticles loaded with an immunotherapeutic
agent (the interleukin IL-15), can specifically release this cytokine
in tissues where infected cells are detected, resulting in enhanced
elimination of infected cells as compared to HIV-specific CTLs with
empty nanoparticles. This approach provides a general platform for
achieving time- and space-regulated drug delivery, by linking drug
release to the highly sensitive and specific sensing of antigens by
CTLs.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Ethics statement

HIV-infected individuals were recruited from the Maple Leaf
Medical Clinic in Toronto, Canada through a protocol approved by
the University of Toronto Institutional Review Board. Secondary use
of the samples from Toronto was approved through the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital (MGH) Institutional Review Board. All
subjects were adults, and gave written informed consent. Animal
experiments were performed under a protocol approved by the
MGH and MIT IACUCs.
2.2. Generation of T-cell clones

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). were stimulated
with optimal CD8 T-cell epitopes for 6-h, enriched for antigen-
specific cells using the IFN-g secretion Detection and Enrichment
Kit (Miltenyi), and cloned at limiting dilution on irradiated feeder
cells as has been previously described [13]. Clones were selected
from 96-well plates at dilutions where no more than 1 in 5 wells
displayed growth and screened for specificity by IFN-g ELISPOT.
Specific clones were expanded on irradiated feeder cells.
Fig. 1. Strategy for CTL-triggered drug release from lipid nanocapsules. CTLs encounterin
between the CTL and target cell. Lipid nanocapsules (NCs) covalently anchored to CTL surfac
CTL, enabling disruption of the NC and release of encapsulated drug in tandem with lysis o
2.3. Generation of ICMV nanocapsules

ICMVs were generated as previously described. Briefly, 0.1 mg of
DOPG 0.4 mg of DOPC and 0.65 mg of maleimide containing lipid
MPB were combined in chloroform and dried to lipid films (lipids
from Avanti Polar Lipids). These films were resuspended in a buffer
of 20 mM Bis-tris propane pH 7.2 containing 10.0 mg/ml Alexa647-
OVA (Life Technologies), or 0.7 mg/ml of the IL-15Sa ALT-803 (Altor
Bioscience Corporation), by multiple rounds of vortexing. Mixtures
were sonicated for 5 min to form unilamellar nanoparticles and
then CaCl2 was added to induce the fusion of particles into multi-
lamellar structures. Particles were then crosslinked by treating
with DTT, resulting in the formation of covalent bonds between
maleimide functional groups in neighboring lipid bilayers. Particles
were then pelleted, washed twice with water, and resuspended in
XVIVO-10 serum-free medium (Lonza). IL-15Sa encapsulation was
determined by lysing particles and performing enzyme linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA), and calculated as 2.46 ± 0.10 mg of
IL-15Sa per 1.15 mg of lipid (0.21%).

2.4. Generation of NC-CTLs

CTL clones were used 2e3 weeks after the most recent restim-
ulation with irradiated feeder cells. A full batch of ICMVs as
described abovewas combinedwith 50� 106 CTLs and incubated at
37 �C for 1 h with constant agitation. Cells were then pelleted at
1200 � g for 5 min, washed twice with 1 ml each of XVIVO-10
medium, and resuspended in 200 mL of 10 mg/ml polyethylene
glycol thiol (PEG-SH) in PBS for 10 min at 37 �C to quench free
maleimide groups. Resulting NC-CTLs were then resuspended in
RPMI þ10% FBS þ penicillin/streptomycin þ L-glutamine (R-10)
supplementedwith 50 U/ml IL-2 (Hofmann La Roche) (R10-50), and
used in downstream applications. For the cells used in the in vivo
experiment depicted in Fig. 5, IL-15Sa cargo loading was calculated
as 216 ± 4 ng/106 NC-CTLs by lysis and ELISA.

2.5. Assessing NC-CTL polarization

Alexa-647 OVA NC-CTLs were co-cultured with peptide-pulsed
CFSE-labeled autologous CD4þ T cells (targets) for 20 min at
37 �C. Cells were then fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA),
stained with Phalloidin Alexa-658 and DAPI in 0.005% Triton-X100
for two hours, and imaged by confocal microscopy. Maximum in-
tensity projects were generated for 56 conjugate images. For each
g target cells release perforin and granzymes into the immunological synapse formed
e proteins traffic into the synapse, where they are exposed to perforin released by the
f the target cell.
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of these images, lines were drawn parallel to synaptic planes,
through the middles of NC-CTLs. NC-CTLs were defined as having
polarized NCs into synapse with target cells if >50% of Alexa-647
OVA intensity was above this line (towards target).
2.6. Testing ability of recombinant perforin to disrupt ICMVs

An amount of ICMVs comprising ~0.23 mg of lipid (one fifth of a
batch as described above) that had been loaded with 10 mg/ml of
Alexa647-OVAwere resuspended in 250 mL of buffer (150mMNaCl,
1mMCaCl2, 20mMHEPES in ddH2O, pH 7.2). ICMVswere aliquoted
into wells of a V-bottom 96-well plate at 25 mL/well. Recombinant
perforin (Abcam) was received at 942 nM, diluted to 100 nM and
10-fold serially diluted down to 0.1 nM in the above buffer. These
perforin solutions were then added to pelleted BLCL (1 � 106 cells/
well) or to ICMVs. Samples were mixed and incubated at 37 �C for
2 h, then pelleted, resuspended in XVIVO-10 medium and incu-
bated for an additional 14 h at 37 �C. On the following day, cells/
ICMVs were pelleted, supernatants were transferred to black 96-
well plates, and fluorescence was quantified at 647 absorbance
and 694 emission.
2.7. Assessing triggered release from TCR-Stimulated NC-CTLs

NC-CTLs loaded with Alexa647-OVA were co-cultured for
3e16 h (as indicated in figure legends) with anti-CD3/anti-CD28
Dynabeads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at the indicated NC-
CTL:beads ratios; or with an excess of BLCLs matched on the
restricting MHC-I allele and pulse/washed with cognate peptide.
Co-cultures were performed in R10-50 medium at 37 �C. In some
experiments supernatants were retained to quantify released cargo
by ELISA. Cells were then stained with fluorochrome-conjugated
Abs to CD3 and CD8 (Biolegend). Cargo release was assessed by
flow cytometry, gating on CD3þCD8þ lymphocytes and assessing
cell-associated cargo by Alexa647 fluorescence. In some experi-
ments, we simultaneously assessed degranulation (CD107a expo-
sure) by adding anti-CD107a PE (Biolegend) at the beginning of the
co-culture period. Note that Brefeldin A was not used in these ex-
periments. To test the effects of the perforin inhibitor con-
canamycin A (CMA) on triggered release, NC-CTLs were co-cultured
with the indicated concentrations of CMA (Sigma) for 3 h, washed
three times, then tested in triggered release assays as above.
2.8. Time lapse microscopy of triggered release from NC-CTLs

NC-CTLs and peptide-pulsed target cells were generated as
above. 3D collagenmatrix time-lapse microscopy was performed as
previously described [14]. Sytox Green Nuleic Acid Stain (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) was incorporated into the matrix gel at a final
concentration of 5 mM to allow for visualization of killed cells.
2.9. Image analysis of time lapse microscopy

The deviation from Gaussian pixel intensity distribution was
calculated in two steps. First, the full pixel distributions were fit to a
Gaussian curve using the linear least-squares method. Second, the
absolute values of the differences between the best-fit and the
actual distributions were summed across all pixel intensity values
and the result was divided by the total number of pixels. The result
represents the fractional area of the image that contributes to a
non-Gaussian pixel intensity distribution. All calculations were
performed in MATLAB (MathWorks).
2.10. Assessing triggered release In vivo

NSG mice were reconstituted with CD4þ T-cells from an HLA-
A02þ HIV-uninfected donor by tail vein injection of 1 � 107 cells.
Engraftment was allowed to proceed until day 35, when absolute
CD4þ T-cell counts in the blood were >250 cells/mm3 as assessed
by flow cytometry using CountBright Absolute Counting Beads
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Mice were then either infected with
10,000 TCID50/mouse of the CXCR4-tropic HIV molecular clone LAI
by IP injection (10 mice), or injected with an equal volume of PBS
(uninfected controls, 5 mice). Infections were allowed to proceed
for 8 days, at which point HIV viral loads exceed 1 � 106 copies/ml
for all infected animals. Mice were then injected by tail vein with
2.5 � 106/mouse NC-CTLs specific for the HLA-A02-restricted HIV-
Gag FLGKIWPSYK epitope. The 5 uninfected mice and one group of
5 infected mice received NC-CTLs that had been loaded with
0.7 mg/ml of IL-15Sa. The other group of 5 infected mice received
empty NC-CTLs. Two days later, mice were euthanized. Cervical and
axillary lymph nodes were pooled for a given animal and disrupted
to single cell suspensions in 0.5 ml PBS. The IL-15Sa in these sam-
ples was then quantified by ELISA using the R&D Systems Human
IL-15 Immunoassay, following the manufacturer's instructions.
Estimated lymph node concentrations were calculated based on a
3 mm3 lymph node volume [15,16]. Cells were stained with
fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies to human CD45, mouse CD45,
human CD3, human CD4, and human CD8 (all from Biolegend),
then fixed and permeabilized using the BD cytofix/cytoperm sys-
tem following the manufacturer's instructions, and then stained
intracellularly with PE-conjugated anti-HIV-Gag antibody (Kc57
clone, Beckman Coulter). Cells were then analyzed by flow
cytometry.

3. Results

3.1. The lytic granule effector perforin lyses crosslinked lipid
nanocapsules

On binding of the TCR to cognate peptide-MHC complexes on
the surface of target cells, CTLs exocytose lytic granules, polymeric
complexes of multiple proteins involved in target cell lysis. A key
component is perforin, a 67 KDa protein that self-assembles in cell
membranes to promote delivery of apoptosis-inducing granzyme
proteins into the target cell [17]. Perforin can also permeabilize
simple single-bilayer synthetic liposomes, where it forms 19-24-
membered protein channels 50e300 Å in diameter [18]. However,
liposomes exhibit a low efficiency for encapsulation of macromo-
lecular drugs, and we thus instead employed interbilayer-
crosslinked multilamellar vesicles (ICMVs) as a drug carrier. These
multilamellar crosslinked lipid capsules [referred to hereafter as
nanocapsules (NCs)] encapsulate proteins much more efficiently
than traditional liposomes [19,20]. We first tested whether re-
combinant perforin could disrupt the integrity of multilamellar
NCs, resulting in the release of encapsulated cargo.

We prepared NCs loaded with Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated
Ovalbumin (Alexa647-OVA) as a model protein cargo. Lipid films
containing anionic phosphatidyl glycerol lipids and maleimide-
headgroup lipids were rehydrated in the presence of the labeled
protein, induced to fuse via the addition of calcium, and the capsule
walls were crosslinked by low concentrations of dithiothreitol
(DTT) as reported previously [19] (Fig. 2A). The resulting OVA-
loaded NCs were incubated in buffer with or without addition of
1 nM perforin, which in preliminary experiments was shown to
lead to nearly complete lysis of a human B lymphoblastoid cell line
(data not shown), followed by fluorescence measurements to
quantify the fraction of Alexa647-OVA released into the



Fig. 2. Perforin can rupture synthetic lipid nanocapsules to release encapsulated protein cargos. A. Schematic of ICMV lipid nanocapsule (NC) synthesis. B. Alexa647-OVA-
loaded lipid NCs were incubated with 1 nM perforin, buffer only control, or 2% Triton-X100 for 8 h at 37 �C. Particles were pelleted by centrifugation, and OVA protein released into
the supernatants was quantified by fluorescence measurements. Values are expressed as % cargo release relative to the mean of the Triton X-100 controls (100%). Means ± SEM are
depicted and the p value was calculated by ANOVA with Holm-Sidak's multiple comparison test. C. Alexa647-OVA-loaded lipid NCs were incubated with 1 nM perforin. Intact NCs
were quantified relative to an internal control by flow cytometry, and are expressed relative to the t ¼ 0 sample.
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supernatant. Following incubation for 8 h at 37 �C, ~73% of
Alexa647-OVA was released from NCs incubated with perforin,
approaching the positive control of NCs lysed by the detergent 2%
Triton-X100 (p < 0.0001, Fig. 2B). By contrast, almost no proteinwas
released from particles incubated without perforin (Fig. 2B). Thus,
low concentrations of perforin were sufficient to rapidly trigger the
release of protein cargo from ICMV nanocapsules.

We next used flow cytometric analysis of particles to assess the
kinetics of perforin-mediated cargo release. This approach also
allowed us to determine whether cargowas released through pores
formed in intact NCs, which would manifest as diminution of
Alexa-647, or through the rupture of NCs, and thus the loss of
detectable particles. We observed that particles were ruptured
rapidly, with an 87% ± 14% reduction in intact particles by the first
time-point, 10 min after the addition of perforin (Fig. 2C).

3.2. NC-CTLs triggered through the TCR release nanocapsule-
carried protein in a perforin-dependent manner

The ability of perforin to disrupt NCs made it plausible that CTL
recognition of antigens could trigger release of cargo if NCs are
localized in the immunological synapse. Thus, we next examined
the cell surface distribution of nanocapsules conjugated to human
CTLs during target cell recognition. CTLs engaging antigen-bearing
target cells traffic many cell surface receptors into the CTL/target
contact site (the immunological synapse) [21]. We previously
showed that maleimide-mediated conjugation of nanocapsules to
free thiols on cell surface proteins of mouse T-cells coupled the
particles to several receptors (e.g., CD45, LFA-1, and Thy1) known to
polarize to the synapse during T-cell recognition [12]. During T-cell
engagement of tumor cells, the particles were found to be carried
by these anchoring receptors into the synapse [12]. To determine if
similar synapse localization of particles occurs with human CTLs,
maleimide-functionalized NCs loaded with Alexa647-OVA were
conjugated to the surface of a human CTL clone specific for the HIV
Gag-FLGKIPSYK epitope. Nanocapsule-conjugated CTLs (NC-CTLs)
in suspension showed NCs dispersed randomly over the cell sur-
face, as we previously observed for mouse T-cells (Fig. 3A e top
right). However, when NC-CTLs were mixed with antigen-bearing
target CD4þ cells in co-culture for 20 min, then fixed and imaged,
we found that 55% of the total CTL/target bicellular conjugates had
polarized their capsule cargo to the cell interface (see Methods),
mirroring what we had previously seen for mouse T-cells engaging
tumor cells (Fig. 3A e bottom row). A 3D reconstruction of the
conjugate in the right panel of Fig. 3A is given in Supplementary
Movie 1.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2016.11.048.

We next evaluated whether cell-bound NCs would be disrupted
to release cargo following triggering of the CTL's TCR, using flow
cytometry to detect loss of CTL-associated cargo protein fluores-
cence following T-cell activation with anti-CD3-coated beads
(Fig. 3B). CTLs specific for the pp65 antigen of human cytomega-
lovirus (CMV) were conjugated with OVA-loaded NCs and then
stimulated with anti-CD3/CD28 beads for 16 h, followed by flow
cytometry analysis to detect cell-associated Alexa647-OVA and
surface CD3 levels. Unstimulated NC-CTLs cultured for 16 h were
predominantly CD3hi and had high levels of associated Alexa647-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2016.11.048


Fig. 3. T-cell receptor stimulation triggers release of contents from T-cell conjugated lipid nanocapsules. A. NC-conjugated CTLs were mixed with CFSE-labeled target cells for
20 min, then fixed and stained for microscopy. Shown are confocal images depicting NCs distributed over the cell surface of an isolated NC-CTL (top right) and concentrated into the
immunological synapse with target cells (lower panels). Yellow ¼ Alexa-647 OVA NCs, Green ¼ CFSE-labeled targets, blue ¼ DAPI, red ¼ actin (Phalloidin Alexa-658). Scale bar,
10 mM. B. Schematic of experimental setup to detect TCR triggered release. C-E. CMV-specific CTLs conjugated with Alexa647-OVA-loaded NCs were stimulated with anti-CD3 beads
for 16 h and then analyzed by flow cytometry. Shown are representative flow cytometry plots depicting CD3 and Alexa647-OVA levels on NC-CTLs at the indicated bead:cell ratios
(C), summary means ± SEM of triplicate samples (D), and a graph of the MFI of Alexa647-OVA vs. CD3 from each individual sample condition analyzed in D (E). FeH. NC-CTLs were
prepared as in C and stimulated with autologous BLCL target cells pulsed with cognate CMV peptide. Following 3 or 16 h of co-culture, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry. Shown
are histograms indicating progressive losses in CTL-associated OVA fluorescence with increasing concentrations of peptide (F), mean ± SEM from triplicate samples (G), and ELISA
data measuring Alexa647-OVA concentrations in cell culture supernatants from the same experiment following 12 h of co-culture (H, showing mean ± SEM from duplicate samples).
Alexa647-OVA fluorescence in G is normalized to the starting signal at time zero. I. An HIV-Gag SL9 specific T-cell clone and an HIV-Gag FK10 specific T-cell clone were conjugated
with Alexa647-OVA loaded NCs, then co-cultured with HLA-A02þ CD4þ T-cells that had been pulsed with cognate peptide or (or left unpulsed as controls). Shown are flow
cytometry data after 16 h co-culture depicting relative Alexa647-OVA and CD107a levels. J. HIV-Gag SL9-specific CD8þ T-cell clones were treated with the perforin inhibitor
Concanamycin A (CMA) or with vehicle control (‘No Tx’) for 3 h, conjugated with Alexa647-OVA-loaded NCs, then co-cultured for 16 h with autologous BLCL that had either been
pulsed with SL9 peptide or maintained as unpulsed controls. Shown are summary flow cytometry data presenting percentages of Alexa647-OVA dim cells (gated as in C). P values
were calculated by ANOVA.
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OVA fluorescence, indicating low levels of spontaneous release of
the encapsulated protein cargo from the cell-bound particles
(Fig. 3C and D). By contrast, with increasing bead:T-cell ratios we
observed the progressive emergence of a population of Alexa647-
OVAlo cells with an MFI ~10� lower than the OVA fluorescence of
unstimulated cells, suggesting lysis of cell-bound particles and
release of Alexa647-OVA (Fig. 3C and D). As T-cells are activated
through the TCR/CD3 complex, both TCRs and the associated
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signaling protein CD3 are internalized, with the degree of inter-
nalization correlating with the strength of TCR triggering [22].
Using the same samples as in Fig. 3C and D, we observed that the
loss of surface levels of CD3 correlated with reductions in the
amounts of NC-CTL cargo at a population level. This correlation is
consistent with TCR triggering, induced by the addition of anti-CD3
beads, driving the release of NC cargo (Fig. 3E).

To assess if engagement of the TCR with natural peptide-MHC
ligands presented by target cells would trigger release of cell-
bound cargo, CMV-specific NC-CTLs were co-cultured with target
cells [autologous B lymphoblastoid cells (BLCLs) pulsed with
cognate peptide] for 3 or 16 h, then analyzed by flow cytometry. The
stimulation of NC-CTLs with target cells bearing increasing con-
centrations of peptide antigen was associated with the progressive
loss of cell-associated Alexa647-OVA that increased with time,
again indicative of TCR stimulation triggering cargo release (Fig. 3F
and G). In parallel, we measured Alexa647-OVA in supernatants of
the cultures by ELISA, and found that Alexa647-OVA levels corre-
lated with the peptide pulsing concentration of the target cells
(Fig. 3H). Thus, triggering of NC-CTLs led to antigen level-
dependent release of nanocapsule-encapsulated cargo.

If antigen recognition-associated Alexa647-OVA release is
mediated by perforin from the triggered CTLs, it should be limited
to cells that degranulated (the exocytotic mechanism of perforin
release). CTLs that degranulate in response to antigen transiently
expose the lytic granule-associated protein CD107a on their sur-
face, allowing for labeling with a fluorescently-labeled antibody.
Using two different HIV Gag-specific Alexa647-OVA-loaded NC-
CTLs, targeting SLYNTVATL ‘SL9’ or FLGKIWPSYK ‘FK10’ peptide
determinants, we observed that NC-CTLs that lost Alexa647-OVA
fluorescence were the same cells that had encountered a target
cell and degranulated (Fig. 3I). We note that substantially greater
levels of both degranulation and of cargo release were observed
with the FK10-specific as compared to the SL9-specific NC-CTLs.
HIV-specific CTLs are well known to be functionally heteroge-
neous and to have differential abilities to kill HIV-infected and
peptide pulsed cells [23]. Thus, we speculate that the degree of
cargo release that occurs following an encounter with an antigen-
presenting target cells may also be tunable by virtue of the cyto-
toxic capacity of the selected CTL.

To determine whether Alexa647-OVA release was mediated by
perforin, we employed an inhibitor of perforin-based cytotoxic
activity, concanamycin A (CMA), which acts by accelerating the
degradation of perforinwithin lytic granules [24]. The HIV-Gag SL9-
specific CTL clone was treated with 0, 50, or 100 ng/ml of CMA for
3 h, conjugated with Alexa647-OVA-loaded nanocapsules, and then
co-culturedwith autologous SL9-pulsed target cells. Approximately
23% of control NC-CTLs not exposed to CMA showed a loss of cell-
associated Alexa647-OVA following culture with target cells,
while NC-CTLs treated with 50 ng/ml of CMA exhibited a trend
toward reduced Alexa647-OVA release (p ¼ 0.0609) and NC-CTLs
treated with 100 ng/mL CMA exhibited almost complete abroga-
tion of triggered release (p < 0.0001, Fig. 3J. Thus, TCR-stimulated
triggered release of cargo from NC-CTLs is perforin-dependent.

3.3. Release of protein cargo from cell-bound nanocapsules
coincides with engagement and killing of target cells

Following TCR triggering, perforin release begins within 30 min
and continues for at least 120 min. [25], but the overall kinetics of
nanocapsule rupture in our experiments also reflects the time
required for a given T-cell to locate and engage a target cells, which
can require hours [14]. Our flow cytometry measurements indi-
cated that release of cell-bound protein cargo is detectable within a
few hours, and progresses for at least 16 h; this could reflect either a
slow release process on the single-cell level, or a distribution of
times needed for CTLs to engage target cells in the co-cultures. To
determine the temporal dynamics between release of perforin from
CTLs and the release of cell-bound OVA at the single cell level, we
utilized time-lapse microscopy of T-cells and target cells in collagen
matrices to visualize triggered release of cargo fromNC-CTLs. CMV-
specific NC-CTLs carrying Alexa647-OVA were mixed with control
or peptide-pulsed target cells in collagen, in the presence of the
reporter dye sytox, which fluoresces brightly on binding to DNA of
lysed cells [14]. As we previously reported [12], particle-decorated
T-cells migrating through the collagen matrix polarized their
membrane-bound nanocapsule cargo to the uropod (tail) (Fig. 4A,
time 0:01, and Supplementary Movie 2). Time-lapse imaging
revealed that as NC-CTLs engaged target cells, lysis of peptide-
pulsed target cells was rapidly followed by the dispersion of
Alexa647-OVA cargo around the kill site (Fig. 4A, Supplementary
Movie 2). No such cargo release was observed when these NC-CTLs
were co-cultured with target cells lacking the cognate peptide
(Fig. 4B, Supplementary Movie 3). An additional example of lysis-
triggered cargo release from an NC-CTL is shown in
Supplementary Fig. 1, this time using an HIV-Gag-specific CTL
clone.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2016.11.048.

In the event depicted in Fig. 4A, NC-CTL cargo was released into
the immediate surroundings following CTL killing of a target cell,
consistent with perforin-mediated NC disruption. This is captured
by the kymograph in Fig. 4C depicting the evolution of signal along
a single vertical line drawn through the center of the target/CTL
conjugates (red arrow in Fig. 4A), and plotting the sytox and OVA
signal fluorescence signals along this line over time, showing the
spread of OVA signal away from the conjugate site over time. To
further characterize the relationship between the kinetics of trig-
gered protein release and engagement/killing of target cells in
these time-lapse microscopy experiments, we carried out an
analysis of the intensity distribution of fluorescent OVA cargo
protein and the sytox cell viability reporter dye frommany fields of
view. The pixel intensity in the Alexa647 channel (all pixels in a
field of view) exhibited a Gaussian distribution at baseline, with the
exception of a small minority of pixels representing the Alexa647-
OVA-loaded nanoparticles, which fell between this peak and
saturation. In control cultures lacking antigen, this Gaussian dis-
tribution was maintained, with a modest progressive shift towards
higher mean pixel intensities likely representing a small amount of
spontaneous Alexa647-OVA-protein release from nanocapsules in
the absence of T-cell lytic activity (Fig. 4D). In contrast, in the
peptide-pulsed conditions, the Alexa647-OVA overall fluorescence
intensity distribution both showed a greater shift towards higher
pixel intensities, and a deviation from a Gaussian distribution as
OVA protein was enriched in the proximity of target cell kill-sites
(Fig. 4D). Plotting the deviation from a Gaussian distribution for
the intensity data as a function of time (seeMethods) thus provided
a means for quantitative tracking of the overall kinetics of cargo
release. Cargo release in the peptide-pulsed condition was pre-
ceded by target cell perforation as measured by total Sytox fluo-
rescence in the fields of view (Fig. 4E and F), and was significantly
greater than in the no peptide control (p ¼ 0.0286, Fig. 4G). Thus,
these videomicroscopy analyses suggest that NC-CTLs release their
bound cargo locally at the site of antigen engagement over a period
of a few hours following target cell engagement and delivery of a
lethal hit. These finding suggest the delayed release of cargo
observed in the experiments of Fig. 3 likely reflect delayed times for
CTLs to engage targets in the previous co-culture experiments
(which notably were carried out in the absence of a migration-
supporting collagen matrix).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2016.11.048


Fig. 4. Release of NC-CTL cargo coincides with CTL engagement and lysis of target cells. CMV-specific CTLs were conjugated with Alexa647-OVA-loaded NCs, then introduced
with peptide-pulsed autologous BLCL target cells or unpulsed control BLCL into a collagen matrix and imaged by videomicroscopy. A. Timelapse frames illustrating example
migrating NC-CTL (yellow arrows, OVA-loaded NCs (blue) visible at the tail of the cell) engaging a target cell (red arrow) at t ¼ 3 min. Target cell lysis occurs at 16 min (sytox green
fluorescence) followed over the next 1.5 h by dispersal of Alexa647-OVA fluorescence (blue) from the multiple CTLs engaged on the target cell. Scale bar ¼ 15 mM. B. NC-CTLs (yellow
arrows) in control wells where target cells are not bearing cognate antigen migrate without killing target cells and Alexa647-OVA is not appreciably released. C. Kymograph centered
around the kill site shown in A (red arrow) depicting relative timing of target cell killing (sytox, green) and OVA dispersal (blue). D. Histograms show the distributions of pixel
intensities in the Alexa647 channel at various times for no peptide (left panel) and þ peptide (right panel) conditions. The 50 histograms in each panel span 10 h of evolution,
sampled every 12 min, going from blue to red with time. The shifts towards the right in the no peptide histograms represent baseline release of Alexa647-OVA by diffusion or
particle degradation. The more pronounced shits towards the right in the þ peptide histograms provide evidence of more rapid release triggered by peptide recognition. E.
Quantification of Alexa647-OVA signal deviation from Gaussian distribution. The absolute values of the differences between the Gaussian best-fits and the actual distributions (D)
were summed across all pixel intensity values and the result was divided by the total number of pixels. Mean ± SD values are shown from four fields of view (FOV) each for peptide-
pulsed targets (green) and no peptide targets (purple). F. Quantification of mean ± st.dev. sytox signal vs. time (averaged from 4 FOV for peptide-pulsed targets (blue) and no peptide
targets (red)). Signals for both conditions were normalized by subtraction of total Sytox fluorescence in the no peptide conditions as a function of time. G. A Mann-Whitney test was
applied to determine whether the distribution of Alexa647 OVA (cargo release) was significantly different between epeptide and þpeptide wells at T ¼ 350 min [after killing had
plateaued (F)].
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Fig. 5. Antigen recognition triggers release of NC-T-cell cargo in vivo. A & B. HIV gag FK10-specific CTLs were conjugated with either Alexa647-OVA-loaded or IL-15Sa-loaded
nanocapsules for in vitro analysis. A. Alexa647-OVA loaded NC-CTLs were co-cultured with HLA-A02þ CD4þ T-cells (same donor as used for in vivo experiments) that had either been
infected with HIV-LAI (right panels), mock infected and pulsed with the FK10 peptide (middle panels), or left uninfected and unpulsed (negative controls, left panel). Shown are flow
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3.4. HIV-specific NC-CTLs release therapeutic proteins in response
to infected cell recognition in vivo

To test whether antigen-triggered drug release can occur in vivo
and to illustrate the potential utility of this approach for thera-
peutic purposes, we utilized a humanized mouse model of HIV
infection. Adoptive transfer of HIV-specific CTLs into HIV-infected
individuals has been proposed as a strategy to eradicate HIV res-
ervoirs that persist in antiretroviral therapy (ART)-treated in-
dividuals [26,27], but such approaches may require both ameans of
enhancing the function of HIV-specific CTLs, and of inducing HIV
antigen expression from latent reservoirs using a latency reversing
agent (LRA) [28,29]. We recently discovered that an IL-15 super-
agonist (IL-15Sa, a complex of the immunocytokine IL-15 with a
soluble form of the IL-15 receptor a chain) is able to enhance CTL
recognition of infected target cells [30]. In addition, we previously
demonstrated that IL-15Sa “backpacked” on T-cells could signifi-
cantly enhance CTL proliferation and function in a model of tumor
immunotherapy [6]. We hypothesized that IL-15Sa-carrying NC-T-
cells encountering target cells would simultaneously exhibit
enhanced survival/function in vivo and dose the surrounding tissue
with the cytokine. Here we took a first step toward this ultimate
goal by testing whether NC-T-cells carrying IL-15Sa would exhibit
enhanced recognition/killing of target cells in vivo, and assayed for
antigen-triggered cytokine release in tissues.

We first evaluated whether NC-T-cells would exhibit triggered
release in response to physiological antigen presentation fromHIV-
infected target cells in vitro. CTLs specific for the HIV-Gag peptide
were loaded with Alexa647-OVA-carrying NCs and mixed with
peptide-pulsed, mock infected, or HIV-infected autologous primary
CD4þ T-cells as targets. As shown in Fig. 5A (upper panel), NC-T-
cells degranulated, expressing surface CD107a in co-cultures con-
taining infected target cells or peptide-pulsed target cells but not
mock-infected controls. In addition, NC-CTLs lost cell-associated
Alexa647-OVA in co-cultures with HIV-infected targets, indicating
antigen recognition-triggered NC lysis (Fig. 5A, lower panel).

Next, we prepared IL-15Sa-loaded nanocapsules, which
released IL-15Sa over >7 days in vitro (Supplementary Fig. 2) or
empty nanocapsules controls. These nanocapsules were conju-
gated to HIV-Gag-specific T-cells at indistinguishable levels from
each other (Fig. 5B), achieving a cytokine loading of 216 ± 4 ng IL-
15Sa per 106 T-cells for the loaded particles. Immunodeficient
NOD-scid IL2Rg�/- (NSG) mice were reconstituted with CD4þ T-
cells from an HLA-A02þ HIV-negative donor, and then either
infected with HIV, or maintained as uninfected controls. Eight
days after viral inoculation, when HIV viral loads in infected mice
were >1 � 106 copies/ml, mice were injected with IL-15Sa-
carrying or control (empty particle) NC-T-cells (Schematic -
Fig. 5C). Since 2.5 � 106 NC-T-Cells were injected per mouse, the
total dose of IL-15Sawas 540 ng/mouse. In parallel, a portion of the
same NC-T-cells were placed in co-culture in vitrowith autologous
CD4þ target cells that were pulsed with the target antigen or kept
antigen-free as controls. ELISAmeasurements on the supernatants
of the in vitro co-cultures at 18 h revealed that the NC-T-cells
carrying IL-15Sa selectively released substantial quantities into
cytometry data of the CTLs after 16 h depicting CD107a and CD8 expression (upper panels) a
IL-15Sa-loaded NCs conjugated to FK10-specific CTLs were analyzed by flow cytometry. C.
humanized mice. D. A fraction of IL-15Sa-loaded HIV-specific NC-CTLs prepared for the
unpulsed autologous CD4þ T-cells for 18 h, and IL-15SA released into the supernatants was m
FK10-specific NC-CTLs, where NCs were empty or loaded with IL-15Sa. Shown are representa
T-cells (huCD45þCD3þ) 2 days after T cell transfer (E), summary mean ± SEM percentages o
ELISA (G). Estimated lymph node concentrations were calculated based on a 3 mm3 lymph no
with Dunn's multiple comparison test. Cells were not detected by flow cytometry in one of
15Sa NC-CTL mice (F) e the latter of which corresponds with the two lowest IL-15Sa conce
the culture in a manner dependent on the recognition of peptide-
pulsed target cells (Fig. 5D). In vivo, we observed superior antiviral
function of IL-15Sa-loaded versus empty particle control NC-T-
cells, as evidenced by a lower frequency of HIV-infected (Gagþ)
CD4þ T-cells recovered from the lymph nodes of mice that
received the cytokine-carrying CTLs (Fig. 5E and F). In parallel, we
observed significantly greater amounts of IL-15Sa in the extra-
cellular fluid of lymph nodes taken from HIV-infected versus un-
infected mice, supporting the triggered release of this cargo
following recognition of HIV antigens (Fig. 5G). Note that we did
not observe preferential accumulation of NC-CTLs in the lymph
nodes of HIV-infected versus uninfected lymph nodes (means of
6.5 � 104 versus 5.4 � 104 CTLs, respectively). Thus, the release of
NC-CTL cargo can be triggered by in vivo recognition of antigens. In
the case of HIV infection, IL-15Sa-loaded NC-CTLs exhibited su-
perior antiviral function.
4. Conclusions

Cytotoxic T-lymphocytes possess the machinery to recognize an
almost unlimited diversity of antigens with exquisite specificity,
and release lytic proteins following sensing of as few as ~3e10
molecules [31]. Here we have demonstrated the ability to harness
this machinery to achieve antigen-triggered release of cell-bound
nanoparticle drug cargos. This approach offers the opportunity to
guide nanoparticle delivery in vivo by manipulating the migration
patterns of CTLs, coupled with context-specific release of drugs in
response to detection of disease-associated antigens in tissues (e.g.
viral or tumor antigens). CTL-mediated triggered release could be
readily applied to chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells, which
express an antibody or other engineered binding protein instead of
a natural TCR [32], providing a means to link drug release to the
detection of specific target molecules in tissues. A limitation of this
strategy is the potential of T cells to release a majority of their
associated drug cargo in response to a single target recognition
event. However, this is balanced by the potential of NC-CTLs to both
specifically accumulate drug carriers in target tissues and provide
context-specific drug release with high fidelity, two long-standing
major goals in drug delivery. Altogether, this approach provides a
powerful strategy for combining immunotherapy and targeted
drug delivery applicable to both cancer and infectious disease.

One potential application of IL-15Sa-loaded NC-T-cells that we
would highlight is the potential utility as a therapeutic approach to
purging the HIV reservoirs that persist in individuals on antire-
troviral (ARV) therapy. In addition to enhancing the antiviral
function of CTLs, IL-15Sa is able to induce the expression of HIV
antigens from latently-infected cells, previously invisible to CTL
recognition [30]. These cells form a stable HIV reservoir in the
lymphoid tissue of ARV-treated individuals [33e35]. Thus, in the
current study we have demonstrated the ability to specifically
deliver a latency-reversing agent to an important anatomical
reservoir. In future work we will test the potential of this means of
coordinating targeted latency reversal with effective CTLs to reduce
latent viral reservoirs.
nd Alexa647-OVA vs. CD8 expression (lower panels). B. Levels of DiD-labeled empty or
Experimental plan of adoptive cell therapy study using NC-CTLs to treat HIV-infected
adoptive transfer in vivo study were in parallel cultured with peptide-pulsed or
easured by ELISA. E-G. HIV-infected or uninfected humanized mice were injected with
tive flow cytometry data on lymphocytes harvested from lymph nodes gated on human
f infected cells in lymph nodes (F), and IL-15Sa present in lymph nodes quantified by
de volume [15,16]. Shown are means ± SEM. P values were calculated by Kruskal-Wallis
the samples from the HIV-infected empty NC-CTL mice, and two of the HIV infected IL-
ntrations in G.
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